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Abstract: El Niño events vary from case to case with different decaying paces. In this study, we
demonstrate that the different El Niño decaying paces have distinct impacts on the East Asian
monsoon circulation pattern during post-El Niño summers. For fast decaying (FD) El Niño summers,
a large-scale anomalous anticyclone dominates over East Asia and the North Pacific from subtropical
to mid-latitude; whereas, the East Asian monsoon circulation display a dipole pattern with anomalous
northern cyclone and southern anticyclone for slow decaying (SD) El Niño summers. The difference
in anomalous East Asian monsoon circulation patterns was closely associated with the sea surface
temperature (SST) anomaly patterns in the tropics. In FD El Niño summers, the cold SST anomalies
in the tropical central-eastern Pacific and warm SST anomalies in the Maritime Continent induce
the anticyclone anomalies over the Northwest Pacific. In contrast, the warm Kelvin wave anchored
over the tropical Indian Ocean during SD El Niño summers plays a crucial role in sustaining the
anticyclone anomalies over the Northwest Pacific. In particular, the opposite atmospheric circulation
anomaly patterns over Northeast Asia and the mid-latitude North Pacific are mainly modulated by the
stationary Rossby wave trains triggered by the opposite SST anomalies in the tropical eastern Pacific
during FD and SD El Niño summers. Finally, the effect of distinct summer monsoon circulation
patterns associated with the El Niño decay pace on the summer climate over East Asia are also
discussed.

Keywords: El Niño; decaying pace; East Asian monsoon circulation; post-El Niño summers

1. Introduction

The East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) is the most important climate system over
East Asia and has strong interannual variability. The anomalous EASM often causes serious
disasters, such as floods, droughts, and related heat waves over East Asia, leading to huge
economic losses and casualties [1–3]. Therefore, many efforts have been devoted to under-
standing the interannual variability of the EASM. The El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
is regarded as one of the most important factors controlling the interannual variability of the
EASM [4–9]. An anomalous anticyclone over the Northwest Pacific (NWPAC)—developing
in the El Niño mature winter and persisting into the following spring and summer—plays an
important role in linking El Niño and East Asia climate [10–13]. The NWPAC dominates over
the Northwest Pacific (NWP) and transports moisture to Eastern China and Japan, leading to
cold and wet anomalies in the Yangtze River valley and Japan and warm and dry anomalies
in the local NWP.

Most previous studies have selected all El Niño events in the preceding winter to
investigate their effects on East Asian summer climate in the El Niño decaying year.
However, El Niño events vary from case to case, with complex temporal and spatial
diversities. The El Niño events can be classified into two types based on the periodicity
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of ENSO cycle [14,15]. One is the quasi-biennial El Niño with a 2–3 year cycle, which
transforms phase in the following summer and is referred to as a fast decaying (FD) El
Niño. The other is the low-frequency El Niño with a typical period of 4–5 years, which
persists its single phase to the following summer and autumn and is referred to as a slow
decaying (SD) El Niño.

The difference in El Niño decaying paces leads to distinct impacts on the NWPAC
anomalies and East Asia summer climate [16–18]. An FD El Niño leads to stronger NWPAC
anomalies in the following summer than an SD El Niño [16,18]. Correspondingly, more
pronounced positive precipitation anomalies generate over the Yangzi River basin during
FD El Niño summers than those during SD El Niño summers [18]. What’s more, the
NWP subtropical high (NWPSH) experiences a slight northward shift during SD El Niño
summers, and the corresponding tripolar rainfall anomalies have weak sub-seasonal
variations. While the NWPSH clearly experiences two northward shifts when El Niño
decays faster [17].

The mechanisms of maintaining the NWPAC anomalies in two distinct El Niño
decaying summers have been investigated in Jiang et al. [18]. During FD El Niño summers,
the cold SST anomalies in the tropical central-eastern Pacific (TCEP) play a leading role in
maintaining the NWPAC anomalies through triggering a Rossby wave response, and the
warm SST anomalies around the Maritime Continent (MC) also facilitate the development
of the NWPAC anomalies by forcing a Kelvin wave response and enhancing the Hadley
circulation anomalies. Meanwhile, during the SD El Niño summers, the Kelvin wave
in response to warm tropical Indian Ocean (TIO) SST anomalies plays a crucial role in
maintaining the NWPAC anomalies, whereas the Rossby wave in response to warm TCEP
SST anomalies weakens the western part of the NWPAC anomalies.

In contrast to numerous studies focusing on the effects of the ENSO on the NWP
circulation and climate in East Asia [8,17–20], less attention has been paid to the impacts on
the mid-latitude circulation and the climate anomalies in East Asia. However, some studies
suggested that the variability of the North Pacific high (NPH) plays an important role in
modulating the Northern Hemisphere planetary waves and summer monsoon systems [21,22].
Moreover, previous studies suggested that the ENSO-related tropical SST anomalies could
modulate the variability of NPH through exciting a Rossby wavetrain [23,24]. Nevertheless,
the impacts of El Niño decaying pace on the mid-latitude atmospheric circulation and climate
in East Asia during El Niño decaying summers are still unknown, and their mechanisms
also deserve to be explored. In this study, we tried to figure out which region of the tropical
SST anomalies should play a leading role in the NPH variability in two types of El Niño
decaying summers through a suite of numerical experiments by using an atmospheric general
circulation model (AGCM).

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief descrip-
tion of datasets and methods. In Section 3, we contrast the characteristics of atmospheric
circulation over East Asia and the North Pacific in different El Niño decaying summers.
We analyzed the mechanisms of different effects on extratropical atmospheric variability
in Section 4. Section 5 delineates the different climate responses over East Asia during
different El Niño decaying summers. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Data Mining and Methodology

The monthly mean atmospheric variables, including wind, geopotential height, are
from the National Centers for Environment Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis dataset with a horizontal resolution of 2.5◦ × 2.5◦,
covering the period from January 1948 to the present [25]. The SST used in this study was
from the monthly mean Extended Reconstruction of Historical Sea Surface Temperature
version 5 (ERSST5) dataset [26], which has a horizontal resolution of 2◦ × 2◦. Monthly
rainfall and air temperature datasets for the period 1950–2017 are provided by the Climatic
Research Unit (CRU) at the University of East Anglia.
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We denote the El Niño developing year as year(0) and its decay year as year(1). Thus,
the ENSO mature winter (December–January–February, DJF) is symbolized as D(0)JF(1),
the following spring (March–April–May, MAM) is denoted as MAM(1), and the following
summer (June–July–August, JJA) is denoted as JJA(1). We focus on the ENSO decay
summer season (JJA(1)) from 1950 to 2017. All data were interpolated onto the same
2.5◦ × 2.5◦ grid, and their long-term trends and annual cycle were removed before analysis.
The climatological annual cycle was defined as the 1950–2017 mean, and anomalies were
calculated by subtracting the monthly mean values from their respective climatology.

In order to eliminate the influence of the ENSO asymmetry, we only selected El Niño
cases. The El Niño cases were selected when the standardized D(0)JF(1) Niño-3.4 index,
defined as the SST anomalies averaged over the region of 5◦ S–5◦ N and 120◦–170◦ W were
larger than 0.5. All El Niño events were divided into two groups according to their different
cycle lengths. The cases with negative JJA(1) Niño-4 index (the averaged SST anomalies
of 5◦ S–5◦ N and 160◦ E–150◦ W) were classified as FD El Niños, whereas the others as
SD El Niños. The criterion for selecting cases follows the method of Jiang et al. [18]. The
classification of all El Niño cases is shown in Table 1. A composite analysis was used in
this study, and the statistical significance for the composite analysis is estimated with a
two-tailed Student’s t-test.

Table 1. The selected fast decaying (FD) El Niño years and slow decaying (SD) El Niño years for the
period of 1950–2017.

Types Years

FD El Niños 1951–1952, 1953–1954, 1963–1964, 1969–1970, 1972–1973, 1977–1978, 1987–1988,
1997–1998, 2006–2007, 2009–2010

SD El Niños 1957–1958, 1958–1959, 1965–1966, 1968–1969, 1976–1977, 1979–1980, 1982–1983,
1986–1987, 1991–1992, 1994–1995, 2002–2003, 2004–2005, 2015–2016

To help understand the effect of SST anomalies in different regions on the circulation
anomalies over the North Pacific, we performed a suite of sensitivity experiments by using
ECHAM5, which is an AGCM from the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology [27]. The
model runs at a horizontal resolution of spectral triangular 63 (T63), which is roughly
equivalent to 1.875◦ (latitude) × 1.875◦ (longitude), with 31 vertical levels in a hybrid
sigma-pressure coordinate system. The mass flux scheme [28] is applied to represent the
deep, shallow, and middle convection. The moisture convergence closure was replaced
by a convective available potential energy-based closure scheme [29]. A standard control
run is one in which the SST boundary conditions were forced by the climatological SST
and sea ice with the seasonal cycle. Six sets of sensitivity experiments were conducted
with the modified SST boundary conditions in some specified domain (i.e., TCEP, TIO,
MC). The details of SST boundary conditions in seven experiments (i.e., Control, FD_All,
SD_All, FD_TCEP, SD_TCEP, FD_MC, SD_TIO) are summarized in Table 2. The differences
between the sensitivity runs and the control runs (hereafter denoted as FD_All–Control,
SD_All–Control, FD_MC–Control, FD_TCEP–Control, SD_TIO–Control, and SD_TCEP–
Control) present the individual role of specific SST anomalies to the circulation anomalies.
Each set of experiment is integrated for 50 years, and the results of the last 30 years are
averaged to reduce the influence of internal variability. Further details of the experimental
result are described in Section 4.
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Table 2. Descriptions of control and sensitivity experiments.

Experiment
Name SST Boundary Condition

Control Climatological SST with seasonal cycle.

FD_All The SST anomalies in the tropics (20◦ S–20◦ N) in the composite FD El Niño years
from January to December were added on climatological SST.

SD_All Similar to FD_All run, but SST anomalies from composite SD El Niño years.

FD_TCEP The SST anomalies in the TCEP (20◦ S–20◦ N, 170◦ E–80◦ W) in the composite FD
El Niño years from January to December were added on climatological SST.

SD_TCEP Similar to FD_TCEP run, but SST anomalies from composite SD El Niño years.

FD_MC The SST anomalies in the MC (20◦ S–20◦ N, 90◦–150◦ E) in the composite FD El
Niño years from January to December were added on climatological SST.

SD_TIO The SST anomalies in the TIO (20◦S–20◦ N, 40◦–110◦ E) in the composite SD El
Niño years from January to December were added on climatological SST.

TCEP: tropical central-eastern Pacific; MC: Maritime Continent; TIO: tropical Indian ocean; SST: sea surface
temperature.

3. Relationship between Circulation Anomalies in the North Pacific and El Niño
Decay Pace

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the SST anomaly pattern from the El Niño mature
winter to the following summer. The evolution of El Niño-related SST anomalies shows
conspicuous diversity when the SST anomalies are composited individually based on two
different El Niño decay paces. During FD El Niño years, warm SST anomalies in the TCEP
and the TIO declined fast and transform phases during the following spring and summer,
displaying a cold–warm–cold SST anomaly pattern from the TIO, the MC to the TCEP
in the summer (Figure 1a–c). Conversely, warm SST anomalies in the TCEP and the TIO
persisted to the decaying summer in SD El Niño years, displaying a warm–cold–warm SST
anomaly pattern in the tropical Indian Ocean and Pacific (Figure 1d–f).

Figure 1. Composite SST anomalies of FD El Niños from (a) December–January–February (D(0)JF(1)) to (c) June–July–
August (JJA(1)). (d–f) As in (a–c), but for SD El Niños. White dots indicate where the significance exceeds the 90% confidence
level.
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To investigate the circulation response in the North Pacific to the different ENSO
decay summer, the composite of 850 hPa wind anomalies and geopotential height anomalies
during the two types of El Niño decaying summer are shown in Figure 2. Despite the distinct
SST anomaly pattern during two El Niño decaying summers, there were still anticyclone
anomalies during the following summer of both types of El Niño (Figure 2), located in
the NWP region (around 10◦–30◦ N, 100◦–160◦ E). It is noteworthy that the circulation
anomalies over Northeast Asia and the mid-latitude North Pacific during the two El Niño
decaying summers conspicuously differed from each other. During FD El Niño summers,
the positive geopotential height anomalies could extend to Northeast Asia and the mid-
latitude North Pacific, and almost the whole North Pacific and East Asia were dominated
by the anticyclone anomalies. While in SD El Niño summers, there was a significant dipole
pattern of 850 hPa geopotential height anomalies over the North Pacific with positive
geopotential height anomalies over the NWP and negative geopotential height anomalies
over the mid-latitude North Pacific and Northeast Asia, accompanied by an anomalous
anticyclone and an anomalous cyclone, respectively.

Figure 2. Composite 850 hPa geopotential height anomalies (shading) and wind anomalies (vectors)
in (a) FD El Niño summers and (b) SD El Niño summers. Black dots and blue arrows indicate where
the significance exceeds the 90% confidence level.

Yun et al. [22] pointed out that the out-of-phase variability of the circulation over the
North Pacific tended to be weakened after the late 1990s. Interestingly, the period of ENSO
also experienced an interdecadal change in the late 1990s, from a low-frequency ENSO
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cycle to a quasi-biennial ENSO cycle [30,31]. Thus, we suspect that the phase relationships
between the circulation anomalies over the NWP and the mid-latitude North Pacific may be
related to the length of ENSO cycle. To verify this, we provide a longer wavelet analysis of
ENSO from 1950 to 2017 in Figure 3a. The wavelet power spectrum showed that the length
of ENSO cycle repeated twice from a low-frequency 4–6-year periodicity to a 2–3-year
cycle from the 1950s to the 2010s. Specifically, ENSO variability was dominated by a weak
4–6-year cycle before the mid-1960s, changing into a 2–3-year cycle from the mid-1960s to
the mid-1970s, and then ENSO variability has a strong 4–6-year periodicity from the early-
1980s to the early-1990s and a leading periodicity of 2–3-year afterward. Correspondingly,
the phase relationship between the NWP and the mid-latitude North Pacific also repeated
twice from an out-of-phase relationship to an in-phase relationship, which was confirmed
by a 13-year running correlation analysis between the NWPSH and NPH indices shown in
Figure 3b. All the above results indicate that an FD El Niño summer is often accompanied
by an in-phase variability of circulation anomalies over the NWP and the mid-latitude
North Pacific. Conversely, an SD El Niño summer tended to generate an out-of-phase
variability of circulation anomalies over the NWP and the mid-latitude North Pacific.

Figure 3. (a) Wavelet power spectrum of the Niño-3.4 index. The regions exceeding the 95%
confidence level against red noise are dotted. (b) 13-year running correlation coefficients between
the NWPSH index (defined as the JJA(1) averaged geopotential height anomalies over the region
of 10◦–27.5◦ N and 100◦–160◦ E (black box highlights the region over the Northwest pacific NWP
in Figure 3)) and the North Pacific high (NPH) index (defined as the JJA(1) averaged geopotential
height anomalies over the region of 32.5◦–50◦ N and 120◦ E–150◦ W (black box highlights the region
over the mid-latitude North Pacific in Figure 3)).
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4. Numerical Experiment on Distinct Impacts of El Niño Decay Pace on Extratropical
Circulation

To identify the contribution of SST anomalies in different regions on the circulation
anomalies over the North Pacific, we perform a suite of sensitivity experiments by using
ECHAM5. The SST boundary conditions in FD_All run and SD_All run were the compos-
ited SST anomalies in FD El Niño year (Figure 4a) and SD El Niño year (Figure 4b) added
to climatological SST in the whole tropics (20◦ S–20◦ N), respectively. Since significant
SST anomalies appeared in the MC (20◦ S–20◦ N, 90◦–150◦ E) and TCEP (20◦ S–20◦ N,
170◦ E–80◦ W) during FD El Niño summers and the TIO (20◦ S–20◦ N, 40◦–110◦ E) and
TCEP (20◦ S–20◦ N, 170◦ E–80◦ W) during SD El Niño summers (Figure 1). Thus, we
designed another four sets of sensitivity experiments with the composited SST anoma-
lies in these key oceans individually added to the climatological SST, referred to as the
FD_MC run, FD_TCEP run, SD_TIO run, and SD_TCEP run, respectively. More details
of the experiments are list in Table 2. The differences between the sensitivity runs and
the control runs (hereafter denoted as FD_All–Control, SD_All–Control, FD_MC–Control,
FD_TCEP–Control, SD_TIO–Control, and SD_TCEP–Control) present the individual role
of specific SST anomalies to the circulation anomalies. To reduce uncertainties, each set of
experiments was integrated for 50 years, and the results of the last 30 years were averaged
to reduce the influence of internal variability.

Figure 4. Temporal evolution of SST forcing in (a) FD El Niño years and (b) SD El Niño years
averaged over the 20◦ S–20◦ N region.
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Figure 5 presents anomalous 850 hPa winds and geopotential height in JJA(1) in
six sensitivity experiments. In FD_All–Control run (Figure 5a), there were large-scale
anticyclone anomalies and positive geopotential height anomalies over the NWP, Northeast
Asia, and the mid-latitude North Pacific, which could roughly reproduce the results of
composite in the observation (Figure 2a). In SD_All–Control run (Figure 5b), although
the NWPAC shift eastward and the cyclone anomalies over the mid-latitude North Pacific
and the Northeast Asia were cut off, a significant meridional dipole circulation anomaly
pattern dominated over the North Pacific, roughly resembling the observed results in
Figure 2b. The realistic responses in FD_All–Control, and SD_All–Control verified that the
atmospheric circulation anomalies over the North Pacific were primarily dominated by the
tropical SST anomalies, and the ECHAM5 model was able to reproduce the extratropical
circulation response to the tropical SST anomalies.

Figure 5. Difference of 850 hPa winds (vectors) and geopotential height (shading) in JJA(1) between (a) FD_All run,
(b) SD_All run, (c) FD_TCEP run, (d) SD_TCEP run, (e) FD_MC run, and (f) SD_TIO run, respectively, and Control run.

Previous studies indicated that the cold TCEP SST anomalies were of benefit to
maintaining the NWPAC anomalies [18,32,33] and strengthen the NPH variability [21]. As
expected, there were conspicuous anticyclone anomalies and 850-hPa positive geopotential
height anomalies over the NWP and the mid-latitude North Pacific in FD_TCEP–Control
(Figure 5c), which was consistent with previous studies [18,21,32,33]. Meanwhile, there
were also prominent anticyclone anomalies and positive geopotential height anomalies
over the NWP and the mid-latitude North Pacific in the FD_MC–Control (Figure 5e),
which suggests that the MC SST anomalies contribute to the maintenance of the NWPAC
anomalies [18,19,34,35] and also were of benefit to strengthening the NPH.
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In SD_TCEP–Control, the warm SST anomalies in the TCEP trigger a pair of cyclone
anomalies at low-level on both side of the equator (Figure 5d), and resultant anticyclonic wind
anomalies and cyclonic wind anomalies were generated on their western side (Figure 5d),
which indicated that the warm SST anomalies in the TCEP tended to strengthen the eastern
part of the NWPAC anomalies and weaken their western part. In addition, there was also a
meridional dipole geopotential height pattern over the North Pacific (Figure 5d), resembling
that in SD_All–Control (Figure 5b). Note that the warm SST anomalies in the TCEP not
only forced an anomalous cyclone over the mid-latitude North Pacific but also enhanced the
eastern part of the NWPAC anomalies during SD El Niño summers. In SD_TIO–Control,
warm SST anomalies in the TIO force conspicuous anticyclone anomalay over the NWP
through triggering a warm Kelvin wave (Figure 5e) [20,36–38], and resultant weak cyclonic
wind anomalies and strong anticyclone anomalies were excited on the northeastern side of the
NWPAC. In general, TIO warming plays a crucial role in maintaining the NWPAC anomalies
and contributes little to the NPH variability during SD El Niño summers.

The results of sensitivity experiments suggest that the circulation anomalies over
the mid-latitude North Pacific were primarily affected by the SST anomalies in the TCEP
and the MC. Warm SST anomalies in the TCEP corresponded to the anomalous cyclone
over the mid-latitude North Pacific, while there was an anomalous anticyclone when the
SST anomalies in the TCEP was negative, and warm SST anomalies in the MC favored
enhancing the NPH. These relationships are also presented in Figure 6, which shows the
variability of NPH was closely associated with the MC SST anomalies and the TCEP SST
anomalies.

Figure 6. Correlation coefficients between the NPH index and SST anomalies during El Niño decaying
summers. The shadow denotes the 95% confidence level for SST anomalies based on a two-tailed
Student’s t-test.

The mid-latitude atmospheric response over the North Pacific to ENSO forcing has
been studied extensively. Bjerknes [39,40] linked warm SST anomalies in the tropical
Pacific to a deeper than normal Aleutian low, which is also supported by theoretical and
modeling studies of the atmospheric circulation [41–44]. As mentioned in previous studies,
atmosphere circulation driven by tropical heating at low level excites associated deep
convection and upper-level vorticity anomalies, generating a pattern of stationary Rossby
wave trains that propagate to the high latitudes [45,46]. The tropical SST anomalies in the
TCEP provided the opposite effect on the upper-level atmospheric circulation during FD
El Niño summers and SD El Niño summers (Figure 5a,b), triggering different patterns of
stationary Rossby wave trains, thereby giving rise to the opposite response of mid-latitude
circulation anomalies to tropical SST anomalies.

5. Impacts on Summer Climate in East Asia

Boreal summer is the rainy season in East Asia brought about by the EASM. Devasting
floods, droughts, and related heat waves occur frequently and have considerable impacts
on the livelihood of people in East Asia. The distinct impacts of El Niño decay pace on the
circulation anomalies over the North Pacific and East Asia could induce different summer
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climate in East Asia. Figures 7 and 8 show the composite of surface air temperature anomalies,
rainfall anomalies, and 850 hPa circulation anomalies in FD El Niño summers and SD El Niño
summers, respectively. During FD El Niño summers, the strong southwesterly anomalies
of the NWPAC could reach mid- to high-latitudes and bring warm and wet air, leading to
warmer than normal in most areas of Northern China (Figure 7a). Similarly, influenced by
the strong southwesterly anomalies of the NWPAC, positive rainfall anomalies generate over
most areas of Northern China and the Yangzi River basin (Figure 8a). Conversely, rainfall
anomalies over Northeast Asia were less than normal due to the domination of an anomalous
anticyclone over there. During SD El Niño summers, the anomalous southwesterlies of the
NWPAC transport water vapor to the Yangzi River basin, and the anomalous northerlies
of the mid-latitude cyclone anomalies bring cold and dry air, which is conducive to form
positive rainfall anomalies over the Yangzi River basin and Central China [47] and negative
air temperature anomalies in Northeast Asia.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 2 but for the surface air temperature anomalies (shaded) and 850 hPa wind anomalies (vectors) in
(a) FD El Niño summers and (b) SD El Niño summers.

Figure 8. Same as Figure 2 but for the rainfall anomalies (shaded), 850 hPa wind anomalies (vectors) in (a) FD El Niño
summers and (b) SD El Niño summers.

Previous studies suggested that the distinct El Niño decay paces have different impacts
on the Indo-Pacific, Korean peninsula, and Eastern China [18,48–50]. In this study, it is
noteworthy that the opposite atmospheric circulation anomaly patterns over the mid-
latitude North Pacific in FD El Niño summers and SD El Niño summers led to opposite air
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temperature anomalies and rainfall anomalies over Northeast Asia, which inspires us that
more attention should be paid to the El Niño decay pace in predicting the summer climate
in East Asia.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we examined the impacts of different El Niño decay pace on the atmo-
spheric circulation anomalies over East Asia and the North Pacific during El Niño decay
summers. The difference in El Niño decay pace leads to different SST pattern—the SST
anomalies manifest a dipole pattern with warming in the MC and cooling in the TCEP
during FD El Niño summers, whereas warm SST anomalies in the TCEP persist to decaying
summer and basin-wide positive SST anomalies generate in the TIO during SD El Niño
summers. Accordingly, a basin-scale anticyclone anomaly and geopotential height anoma-
lies present over the whole North Pacific during FD El Niño summers. Conversely, the SD
El Niño events tend to generate a north-south out-of-phase geopotential height anomaly
pattern over the NWP and the mid-latitude North Pacific during its decay summer. Based
on the statistical analyses and numerical experiments, we reveal that the El Niño decay
pace is a key factor determining the circulation anomalies over East Asia and the North
Pacific.

By using the atmospheric general circulation model experiments, we find that the
NWPAC anomalies are mainly regulated by TIO SST anomalies through forcing a Kelvin
wave response in SD El Niño summers, while they are maintained by the cold TCEP SST
anomalies and warm MC SST anomalies in FD El Niño summers. In addition, the SST
anomalies in the TCEP is believed to play a dominant role in modulating the circulation
anomalies over the mid-latitude North Pacific in FD El Niño summers and SD El Niño
summers. The impacts of TCEP SST anomalies on the mid-latitude circulation anomalies
are by means of triggering stationary Rossby wave trains at the upper-level, and then the
Rossby wave trains propagate to high latitude. Because of the opposite SST anomalies in
the TCEP in FD El Niño summers and SD El Niño summers, there are opposite circulation
anomalies over the mid-latitude North Pacific.

The different circulation anomalies over East Asia and the North Pacific produce
distinct climate effects during different El Niño decaying summers. During FD El Niño
summers, influenced by the large-scale anticyclone anomalies and resultant strong south-
westerly anomalies, positive rainfall anomalies, and air temperature anomalies generate
over most areas of Northern China. Conversely, rainfall anomalies over Northeast Asia are
less than normal due to the domination of an anomalous anticyclone over there. During
SD El Niño summers, affected by the mid-latitude cyclone anomalies, positive rainfall
anomalies present over the Yangzi River basin and Central China, and air temperature
anomalies in Northeast Asia are cooler than normal.
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